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Á découvrir
Des dossiers pédagogiques qui regorgent d'idées



Full catalogue
Authors
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Art-FictionMini Léon
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Dance / Danse
Nancy Guilbert
Guillaume Trannoy
Mini Léon
Little Léon likes every kind of danse

Always on the move, Léon the little chameleon explores dancing in his own mischievious way: waltz, hip-hop, country, bolero, classic, tango or voodoo. Goya, Degas, Vettriano, Matisse, Gauguin, Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec...

New price: 8€
Art for everyone is our belief. To keep on publishing the small albums of the Mini Léon series, we had to reevaluate its price at the fall of 2016, due to high copyright costs.

This book is bilingual (English/French)
Buy this book (9 €)Dossier pédagogique Cycle 2 par Julien Ledoux
Julien Ledoux | Eduki
Accepted payment methods :   
Secured by Monetico (Desjardins / Crédit Mutuel)

3 - 7 years old
9 €
paper back
format : 20cm × 15cm
32 pages
EAN : 9791092232301

Mini Léon series
Art, English and Fun, a vitamin-packed cocktail / From 3 years up
Léon is the young reader's companion: Alternating humour, courage and reverie, he plays with art in a most inventive way. Each book explores a theme through 13 works of art from various periods and cultures. A sentence in both French and English emphasizes the interaction on each page. At the end of the book is a documented double-page rich with ideas of activities.
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